Miraculous Morocco

October 26th – November 6th 2020
Morocco is, in many ways, a country apart. It’s nestled on the northwestern tip of Africa,
separated from the rest of the continent by the towering Atlas Mountains and by the Sahara itself.
Its climate, geography, and history are all more closely related to the Mediterranean than to the
rest of Africa, and for this reason visitors are often struck by the odd sensation of having not
quite reached Africa in Morocco. In the north, its fine beaches, lush highland valleys, and
evocative old cities reinforce this impression. The country’s varied geography includes no less
than four separate mountain ranges, in addition to lush river valleys, beautiful sandy coasts, and
wide expanses of desert. The Moroccan coastline, which fronts both the Mediterranean and the
Atlantic, offers plenty of great beaches as well as a number of fascinating old coastal cities. In
the southeast, Morocco's mountain ranges yield inexorably to the desolate expanse of the Sahara.
Our Morocco Adventure has sold out in 48 hours three years in a row now, and for good reason.
We expect it to fill quickly again this year because it’s truly a trip of a lifetime on so many
levels. Our adventure will take us from the beautiful Mediterranean port city of Tangier, to Fes
(known as the “Athens of Africa”), along the stunning Atlas Mountain Range, to a luxury tented
camp in the world famous Erg Chebbi desert, onto unique gorges and landscapes ripe for
photography, and finishing in the imperial oasis of Marrakesh. Lots of amazing photography
stops will be made throughout the journey and, as always, we’ve designed some really unique,
off the path experiences.

B-Breakfast L-Lunch D-Dinner
Day 1, Monday October 26th: Arrive to the land of Enchantment: (no meals)
Upon arrival at the Tangier International Airport (TNG), our guide will welcome us and we’ll
begin the amazing journey throughout Northern Africa’s most eclectic and photogenic country.
At the hotel, check-in, and you can relax on the terrace poolisde. The remainder of the day is at
leisure. Feel free to join our Tour Director tonight at a local restaurant for some real Moroccan

food (optional). Get some rest and catch up on jet lag today because the adventure begins
tomorrow!
Overnight in Tangier (*All hotels listed at bottom of itinerary)
*Please note that ONE-TWO group airport
transfers are included and the arrival time
window needed to make this transfer will be
announced to those signed up
approximately 3-4 months prior to the trip
departure date. If you wish to book your
flights prior to this announcement and you
do not arrive within the needed time
window, we are always happy to help you
arrange a private or shared shuttle transfer
for your specific arrival time (additional
cost applies).

Day 2, Tuesday October 27th: Discover Tangier, The Gateway to Africa (B, D)
At the cross-roads of Europe & Africa and of the Atlantic & the Mediterranean, Tangier opens
the door into Morocco. There is still an air of mystery about the city, going back over 2,000 years
to the time of the Phoenicians, and after WWII when it was made into an international zone
attracting eccentric expats, colorful artists & hippies, and even spies! “Tangier the White”, the
star of many films, the city of many stars – The city you fall in love with.

After breakfast this morning we head towards Cape Spartel set along the Atlantic Coast with its
striking lighthouse, via the mountain road lined by magnificent villas and lovely gardens. A
photo stop is a must to marvel at the view from this north-westerly point of Africa. We continue
on to Hercules Caves, where legend says the Greek God rested after separating Gibraltar from
Africa.
The cave has two openings, one to sea and one to land. The sea opening is known
as "The Map of Africa", and is believed to be created by the Phoenicians in the
shape of Africa when looked at from the ocean. There are also some markings on
the wall in the shape of eyes, that are said to be made by the Phoenicians, which
make up a map of the local area. The cave itself is part natural and part man-made.
The man made part was used by Berber people to cut stone wheels from the walls,
to make millstones, which expanded the cave considerably. Then natural part was
long thought to be bottomless. It was believed that the cave is one end of a
subterranean tunnel over 15 miles long which passes under the Strait of
Gibraltar and emerges at St. Michael's Cave in Gibraltar. Legend has it that

the Barbary macaques (monkeys) entered the Rock of Gibraltar from Morocco this
way
Next, we’ll head back to Tangier and
explore the narrow paths of the medina
(old town) towards the Kasbah, or
fortified area. Our guided walk takes
us through the old spice markets on
the way to the Dar El Makhze
Museum, the former governor’s
palace built in the 17th century. The
museum dominates the Tangier
Kasbah and is laid out around a
splendid patio decorated with
enameled ceramics. From here a visit to the Museum of Moroccan Arts is a must (located in the
former prince’s apartments within the Kasbah). The buildings architecture contains beautiful
painted wood ceilings, sculpted plaster work, and mosaics; all of them exquisite and a worthy
setting for works of art from all over
Morocco. Each region of the country is
honored through there unique style of art on
display. From the minuscule to the
monumental, the Moroccan Museum of Arts
is an entire universe of beauty.
Join our Tour Director to eat as a group at a
place within the medina and then wander
around the Grand & Petit Socco for some
awesome photographs (Gateways to the
medina with beautiful gardens, fountains,
cobblestone streets, restaurants, cafes, and
shops). Tonight we’ll reconvene to celebrate the beginning of our journey at an awesome
restaurant with delicious local delicacies. (Le Nabab:
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Restaurant_Review-g293737-d1762912-Reviews-Le_NababTangier_Tangier_Tetouan_Region.html)
Overnight in Tangier
Day 3, Wednesday October 28th: From the White City to
the Blue City (B)
This morning en route to Chefchaouen, we’ll stop in
Tetouan, known as the center of Andalusian Morocco. The
city is famous as the place Spanish Jews came to settle after
they were expelled from Southern Spain (Andalucia) along
with the Arabs in 1492. We’ll take a brief walk around the
main plaza, view the outside of one of the king’s palaces, and
walk towards a large park with a panoramic view of the bright
white housing blocks built into the hillside.
South of Tetouan, in the shadow of the Rif mountains, is the
mountain town of Chefchaouen, a small-scale and enjoyably laid-back place with perhaps the
most photographed medina of them all.
Chefchaouen is an otherworldly escape nestled in Morocco’s Rif Mountains and
founded in 1471 by Moorish exiles from southern Spain. This small town has a rich
history, beautiful natural surroundings, and wonderful architecture. Known as the

“blue” city due to its picturesque blue-glazed houses & buildings, they are a
tradition that comes from the town’s former Jewish population.
There are amazing photography opportunities throughout this unique, hilly city. Wander around
and photograph the Kasbah, the
medina, Jewish Quarter, Berber
Souk (open air market), and the
Artisan Quarters. Get lost in the
beauty on your own or follow
our guide to the hidden corners
for awesome shots.
This is also a great place to
check out native handicrafts not
found anywhere else in
Morocco. Wool garments and
hand woven blankets with
intricate embroidery are a
couple of the unique craft
traditions made here. The goat cheese native to the area is also delicious and a must try. There
are lots of quaint restaurants to choose from tonight and our Tour Director will have a good one
picked out for those who want to join for dinner as a group (optional).
Overnight in Chefchaouen
Day 4, Thursday October 29th: Roman Ruins, World Heritage Sites, & the “Athens of
Africa” (B)
After breakfast this morning we cross the Rif
mountains en route to Fes. Along the way are two
iconic stops: The Roman ruins in Volubilis and the
finest imperial Moroccan gateway in Meknes.
Volubilis: Spend the morning exploring the
UNESCO World Heritage site, 2000-year-old
Roman ruins of Volubilis and get a picture of
life (pun intended) during the Roman Empire. Our
local guide will tell us about life in this well
preserved Roman city as we peer into old
bathhouses, marveling at the still-present mosaic
floors, and gazing up at towering marble pillars.
Meknes: Two UNESCO World Heritage sites for
the price of one this morning with another stop in
the 17th century imperial city of Meknes. In the old
Meknes medina, we visit Bab el Mansour,
the grandest of all imperial Moroccan gateways
before continuing on to the small but impressive
Mausoleum of Moulay Ismail. Next we’ll pass by
the entrance of Meknes Royal Palace and end up at
Moulay Ismail’s massive Heri es Souani, his personal stable & granary for his 12,000
horses.
At last we arrive in Morocco’s cultural epicenter: Fes. After checking into our charming hotel on
the edge of Old Town, the remainder of the evening will be at leisure. Discover a local restaurant
on your own or join our Tour Director to eat with the group (optional).
Overnight in Fes

Day 5, Friday October 30th: Explore the Cultural Epicenter of Morocco (B, D)
One of the largest medieval cities in the
world and an UNESCO World
Heritage site, Fes is Morocco’s oldest
imperial city and the religious,
spiritual, intellectual, and cultural
center of the country.
Today we explore Morocco’s great city
considered to be the “Athens of Africa” for its
wealth of cultural, educational, and religious
institutions. Our guided walk begins at Fes’
fascinating medina (another UNESCO World
Heritage Site), with stops to see and photograph the artisans’ quarters, 14th century Koranic
schools, Al Karaouine (medieval theological university), and the potters district. The famous
Fes tannery affords us great panoramic views over the men hard at work treating and dying their
different hides. After free time for
lunch in the heart of the medina, we
move on to the old Mellah (Jewish
quarter) and its 17th century
synagogue, royal gates, and the
Museum of Fez.
Tonight, partake in a unique, cultural
dinner experience with our Moroccan
host family. Enjoy a traditional home
cooked meal and a great opportunity
to learn about Moroccan culture
through those who live and breathe
it, and in turn share information
about our culture to satisfy their
mutual curiosity.
This will be a great chance to get an authentic glimpse into the lives and culture of the Moroccan
people. The houses traditional Moroccan Fessi architecture will be the perfect place to
photograph and fill our bellies after an adventurous day
around the city.
The family dinner is not only an awesome
opportunity for cultural exchange, but an
important sustainable tourism project created to
protect the wealth of Morocco, stop people from
selling their traditional houses to foreigners (part
of the traditional heritage of the medina of Fez),
create job opportunities for locals as an initiative
to sustain tourism, and create an intimate
connection between travelers and the local culture.
Overnight in Fes
Day 6, Saturday October 31st: The Road to the Sahara,
Monkeys, & Atlas Mountains… (B, L, D)

After breakfast with our host family, another amazing day awaits departing Fes on a road trip
over the Middle Atlas Mountains. We’ll make our way through an array of incredible scenery
from fertile valleys, cedar & pine forests, to barren, rocky landscapes.
Along the way we stop in Ifrane, “The Swiss Alps of Morocco”. This small mountain town
located at an altitude of 6,000 feet above sea level is unlike any other city in Morocco with heavy
European influence. The town shows off its buildings with neat, red roofs, blossoming gardens,
lakes, parks, lush vegetation, pine forests, and snowy winters.
Next up on the road to the
Sahara is a scenic cedar forest
with unique monkeys known
as Barbery apes. A stop to
photograph the beautiful
forest and hopefully
encounter a tribe of the “apes”
will be in order. These close
relatives are actually a species
of macaque monkeys and are
the only ones found outside of
Asia distinguished by an
extremely small tail.
Continuing on we cross the Ziz River, passing rows of sky-scraping palm trees and fortified
villages before reaching Erfoud late in the day. Tonight we’ll enjoy dinner together at our
Kasbah-style hotel. Get a good nights sleep because tomorrow we embark for the Sahara.
Referred to as the “Gate of the Sahara”, Erfoud is perched on the edge of the Erg Chebbi
– a 30 mile long and 3 mile wide set of sand dunes that reach up to 170 feet high, some of
the highest in North Africa!
Overnight in Erfoud
Day 7, Sunday November 1st:
Camels, Giant Sand Dunes, &
“Luxury” in the Desert (B, L, D)
Enjoy the morning sunshine at our
Kasbah-style hotel before our
adventure to the Erg Chebbi sand
dunes.
The Erg Chebbi sand dunes are
indisputably one of the great sights of
Morocco rising 475 feet high in some
places. The dunes of the Erg
Chebbi stretch 17 miles from north to south and are 5 miles across at their widest point, an
impressive taste of the Sahara’s grandeur. The highest dunes are those near, or just south of
Merzouga itself, peaking with the aptly
named Grand Dune de Merzouga, a golden
mountain recognizable not just for being the tallest
dune around, but by the distinctive tamarisk tree at
its base. The dunes are spectacular at any time of
day, but early morning and late afternoon are the
best times to view & photograph them.
Our desert safari begins this afternoon when we
hop in 4WD SUVs to ride through the desert and
discover and photograph magnificent landscapes of

stone, dunes, and desert. If we’re lucky, we’ll meet a few local nomad families along the way
before hopping on camels for a once in a lifetime ride in the Sahara’s Erg Chebbi sand dunes
around our luxury camp for an amazing sunset. Tonight we splurge on a Moroccan home cooked
feast and enjoy a night under the stars. *This will be a great opportunity to practice some night
shooting and our Tour Director will be
available to help anyone interested (tripod is
a must for night shooting)
Our Erg Chebbi Desert Camp is the
perfect place to enjoy a magical night
in the desert under the stars. All luxury
tents at the camp have air
conditioning, en suite bathrooms w/
showers, and are beautifully decorated
in the local Berber style. A large dining
room tent will be the perfect meeting
place for a delicious home cooked Moroccan feast. The center of the camp lights
up at night with fires perfect for keeping warm while stargazing. Walk just a few
feet away for absolute darkness for epic night shooting!
Overnight Erg Chebbi Desert in Luxury Tented Camp

Day 8, Monday November 2nd: The Route of 1000 Kasbahs (B, L ,D)
We’re up bright and early this morning to witness and photograph an epic sunrise over the desert
before indulging in a specially prepared Berber breakfast at
the camp. En route back to civilization we’ll drive through
Rissani, the ancient capital of the region and former major
caravan center for salts, gold, slaves, and spices en route to
Timbuktu, before reaching the world famous “Route of
1000 Kasbahs”. The road got its name due to the numerous
oases, ksours (fortified Berber villages), and of course
Kasbahs (fortified homes of the ruling families), that dot the
route. It continues up into the High Atlas Mountain range
full of the tallest and narrowest gorges in northern Africa.
No surprise that it’s arguably the most beautiful drive in the
whole country.
First stop takes us to Tinghir, an old French fortification
that used to be the base of the French Legion Army which
controlled the southern tribes and roads. Today, the small
city is at the center of one of the most beautiful oases in
southern Morocco. We’ll stop at some excellent viewpoints
for panoramas over the rooftops of the city and a massive palm grove.

A short drive from Tinghir lies Todre Gorge. The off the path gem covers 30 miles of wide
tracts filled with lush palm trees along this giant geological phenomenon. We’ll walk among and
photograph the palm and olive groves to the deep and narrow canyon of pink and grey rock
towering 1,000 feet high on each side.
The beautiful landscapes continue on our way to Boumalne Dades where we spend the next 2
nights as a base to explore more breathtaking and unique landscapes. Enjoy dinner tonight with
our Tour Director and the group before bed.
Overnight in Boumalne Dades
Day 9, Tuesday November 3rd:
Exploring Gorges and Valleys (B, D)
The remote town of Boumalne
Dades is sought after for it’s
proximity to the stunning Dades
Gorges & Valleys. Famous for it’s
majestic, sand castle like rock
formations, Dades Gorge offers a
plethora of unique landscape
shots. At 28 kilometers long, the
gorge is diverse in scenery with
countless types of interesting &
unusual geological formations. It’s set among a beautiful landscape with Berber
villages & plantations along the Dades River culminating in a deep, dramatic
canyon.
After breakfast this morning we’ll explore the stunning gorge and valley to admire and
photograph all sorts of interesting formations. One of the more well known is called “Monkey
Toes”, a mountain ridge of rocks that have been eroded by wind and water into smooth toe like
formations which intertwine in beautiful patterns. Over 150 species of birds can be found
within the valley attracted by the Dades River and surrounding vegetation. Quaint, Berber
villages dot the valley as we hike through to the dramatic canyon filled with date and fig fields
tended for centuries. *Moderate and easy hiking options will be available for all fitness levels
conditions permitting.
For those of the group who would rather have another cultural
exchange, our guide can arrange another lunch with a local
family within their home. The woman of the house will make
‘Berber pizza’ (additional cost) and a short walk around their
village to follow. The day ends back at our hotel for another
delicious dinner as a group.
Overnight in Boumalne Dades
Day 10, Wednesday November 4th: Rose Country,
Moroccan Hollywood, & the High Atlas (B)
Today we continue west for Kalaa M’Gouna in the heart of the
Dades Valley, famous for its rose plantations and home to the
country's largest rose water & rose oil manufacturers. From here
it’s onto the world famous Ait Ben Haddou, a ksour (fortified
village) and now an UNESCO World Heritage site. The
traditional mud brick city on the edge of the High Atlas
Mountains was put on the map by many classic and modern movies that have been filmed here

including Jewel of the Nile, Cleopatra, Lawrence of Arabia, Gladiator, Seven Years in Tibet,
Game of Thrones, and The Mummy (just to name a few…). Lot’s of great cultural photos to be
taken here on a walk through this village made of mud.
This afternoon we’ll descend down the High Atlas Range toward Marrakesh passing through
quaint villages with fortified walls and stone houses with earthen roofs. In Tizi N’Tichka, we
traverse the “Pass of the Pastures”
(7,415 feet above sea level), where life
is much as it was centuries ago:
shepherds bring their flocks to the high
pastures every summer and returning
with them to their villages in autumn.
In the early evening we’ll arrive in “The
Red City” to begin the final part of our
journey. As always, feel free to find a
place for dinner on your own or join our
Tour Director to eat as a group.
Overnight in Marrakesh
Day 11, Thursday November 5th: Discover the Alluring Oasis, “The Red City of Morocco”
(B)
Marrakesh: Once the southern capital, the “The Red City of Morocco” is an
alluring oasis with a temperate climate, distinct charm, and fascinating sights
in every direction. Referred to as “The Jewel of the South”, the city reached
its prominence when it became the epicenter of trade for slaves, gold, ivory, and
leather along the ancient caravan routes. The medina is a densely packed, walled
medieval city dating to the Berber Empire with maze-like alleys where thriving
souks (marketplaces) still sell traditional textiles, pottery, and jewelry. In other
words, get those cameras ready!
This morning we begin a full day guided exploration of Marrakesh by marveling at the Bahia
Palace. With its lush, Moorish style gardens, the structure was erected by the countries top
artisans in the 19th century to be the greatest palace of its time. “Bahia” literally means brilliance
and is a true nod to the beauty of traditional Moroccan architecture. Gilded woodwork ceilings of
the stunning grand and petit courts, and the sultans “harem” rooms with silk panels, stained-glass
windows, and intricate marquetry where his wives and concubines lived are just a couple
highlights of the 150 rooms which make up the palace.

Next up is the Saadian Tombs. Discovered in 1917, the tombs date back to the late 1500s during
the reign of the Sultan Ahmad al-Mansur who spared no expense creating his glamorous resting
place. Three rooms make up the tomb with the most elaborate known as “The Chamber of the 12
Pillars”. The stele (columns) are made up of finely worked cedar wood and decorative stucco and
the monuments are made of imported Italian Carrara marble.

Onto the Koutoubia Minaret , perhaps the most stunning minaret in the country. This mosque is
the largest in Marrakesh and a great site to photograph. The minaret acts as a reference
for Almohad-style architecture, is made of sandstone, and stands 250 feet tall.
We’ll then make our way to the picturesque Majorelle Botanical Gardens. A truly enchanting
place, the gardens were designed
by French painter Jacques Majorelle over
the course of 40 years and are
reminiscent of the famous Generalife
gardens in Granada, Spain. The special
shade of bold cobalt blue which he used
extensively in the garden and its
buildings is named after him, “Majorelle
Blue”.
With lot’s of great photos to review from
this morning’s adventure, we’ll be ready
to grab lunch around the souk of
Marrakech (on own or join our Tour
Director). Without a doubt the most
colorful and liveliest in Africa, the souk, or marketplaces, is grouped by the different trades
and services they offer: dyers, blacksmiths, and the Babouche (slippers) and shoemakers, spices
vendors, and fabric sellers, etc. They’re nicknamed the “Kingdom of the 5 Senses” for their
perfumes, colors, sounds, touches, and tastes. Tons of photographs
to capture here as the joyous rush of locals and visitors only adds
to the scenery.
Our day ends at the renowned Jemaa el Fna Square to wander
around and photograph this UNESCO World Heritage Site and the
heart of Marrakech. Jemma means “congregation” and the square
does not disappoint as an entertainment hub for locals and tourists
alike. In the late afternoon, storytellers, snake charmers, toothdrawers, and dancers compete to entertain the crowd in a
scene you’ll have to photograph and bring home for your friends
and family to believe! This evening get dinner at one of the
countless, superb restaurants throughout the area or join our Tour
Director at a highly regarded favorite.
Overnight in Marrakesh
Day 12, Friday November 6th: Free Day In & Around
Marrakesh (Optional Activities) (B, D)
Today will be free to explore the rest of this iconic former capital of southern Morocco on your
own. In the evening we’ll all reconvene for an
awesome farewell night dinner and show at Le
Comptoir Dana.
Le Comptoir Dana
(https://www.tripadvisor.fr/Restaurant_Reviewg293734-d816225-ReviewsComptoir_Darna_MarrakechMarrakech_Marrakech_Tensift_El_Haouz_Region.html)

The first lounge-restaurant in Marrakech, Le Comptoir Dana’s musical concept has made it
famous. This restaurant-bar-boutique is a place where a colorful, cosmopolitan group of the
famous and the not-so-famous rub shoulders in a festive atmosphere created by an acoustic
orchestra playing classics of Arab Andalusian music from the Moroccan musical heritage. Later
in the evening watch an original, authentic, and magical dance choreographed with 12
professional belly dancers.
For those looking for something different, we’ve put together some awesome optional day tours
and activities in and around Marrakesh. (All activities will arrive back in time for the
included dinner above and an announcement will be sent to the group 1-2 months prior to the
trip to sign up & make payments)

Hot Air Balloon Ride: Early morning pick up from hotel to the flight pad near the Palmeraie
(palm grove). During the one hour of scenic
flight, you will have superb panoramic views
over small villages, the immense palm grove
extending as far as the Tensift River, and the
backdrop of the Atlas Mountains. Depending on
the number of participants we can do a touch
and go (where half of the group sets off in the
balloon and the other half follows off road in a
4x4 and in the middle of the flight they
exchange) The flight is followed by a short
4WD adventure, ending in a local, tiny hamlet
where we enjoy mint tea and Moroccan pastries
prepared by the villagers. Return to the hotel
around midday.
Price: TBD (minimum 4 guests needed)
Horse Cart Ride to Gardens & Private Museums:
Half day tour to complete the discovery of Marrakech city via horse cart. Visit the private
collection of Mr. Bert Flint, a Dutch anthropologist who
studied the Berber cultural heritage, representing the
Berber and sub-Saharan artistic culture. Next stop is the
private museum of Mr. Yves Saint Laurent offering one
of the most interesting collections of Jacques Majorelle’s
original paintings. Continue on a relaxing ride by the
medinas fortifying ramparts before you end up at the
historical park of la Menara to see and photograph the
Royal pavilion overlooking the snow capped Atlas
Mountains and the historical reservoir.
Price: TBD (minimum 4 guests needed)

Quad Biking in the Palm Grove:
A thrilling experience throughout beautiful hills &
countryside surrounding Marrakech. Discover
the desert area of this region and visit the Palmeraie
(palm oasis) where we’ll be surrounded by millions

of palm trees! Awesome views throughout and a tasty mint tea at a Berber’s house adds a
nice local experience.
Price: TBD (minimum 4 guests needed)
Full Day Trip to Essaouira:
Explore the old fortified fishing port of Essaouira on the Atlantic coast. The city was founded in
the 16th century by the Portuguese and occupied
until the mid 18th century when the trans-Saharan
trade routes fell apart. Photograph the impressive
town fortifications combining Portuguese and
Berber architecture. Discover the souks and the
carpentry workshops devoted to cedar and Thuya
wood carving. Visit art galleries around every
corner and the fortified harbor with its stalls of
freshly caught grilled fish. Walk and relax on the
beach before returning to Marrakech in the late
afternoon for
our final night dinner celebration.
Price: TBD (minimum 4 guests needed)
Moroccan Cooking Class:
Cooking workshops designed for the amateur and professional
alike and are conducted by a traditional Moroccan chef. You
will be working alongside an English translator, but this is very
much a hands-on affair so, whatever your cooking experience,
you will be encouraged to have a go. The idea, above all, is to
learn while having fun, using easy-to-use modern equipment
found in everyday kitchens. At the end of the workshop, you’ll
enjoy the delicious meals you’ve prepared.
Price: TBD (minimum 4 guests needed)

Hammam Collection (Spa):
The Moroccan Hammam Collection is rooted in thousands of years of Moroccan history and
ancient traditions. The hammam is a traditional Moroccan steam room where women and
men go for a sensual, ritual-based body treatment that includes aromatherapy, detoxification,
steam, and massage. To de-stress and detox, there is no better way than visiting a traditional
Moroccan steam bath for a deeply relaxing treatment.
The hammam is traditionally a public bath, separated for both men and women, with stylish
Moorish surroundings offering a host of traditional and oriental treatments to revitalize your
mind, body, and soul. A combination of traditional treatments: Hammam (steam bath),
gommage (body scrub), and massages with perfumed essential oils are all designed to induce

lasting well-being. Many of the products
used are handmade and derived from
local plants and minerals.
Price/Inclusions: TBD

Overnight in Marrakesh
Day 13, Saturday November 16th:
Farewell to the Many Colors of Morocco
(B)
After breakfast this morning we bid farewell to the magical colors, smells, sights, and sounds of
Morocco. We’ll be escorted to the Marrakesh
International Airport (RAK) for our flights home.
*Please note that included airport transfer times will
be announced to those signed up approximately 4
months prior to the trip departure date. If you wish to
book your flights prior to this announcement and you
do not depart within the needed time window, we are
always happy to help you arrange a private or shared
shuttle transfer to the airport for your specific
departure flight home (additional cost applies).
Inclusions Below
What’s Included:
• 12 nights/13 days hotel accommodations
• Breakfast every day
• 3 Lunches, 7 Dinners
• Private local expert guide throughout
• Private air-conditioned transportation
• All privately guided tours and activities as listed in the itinerary
• All transfers & entry fees as listed in the daily itinerary
• Taxes included
Not Included:
• International airfare
o We are happy to help you find a good flight as always! (Arriving into Tangier
International Airport (TNG) and departing from Marrakesh International Airport
(RAK)
o Recommended arrival/departure times to make included group transfers TBD
• Items of a personal nature
• Optional activities stated above and any fees associated with activities on your own
• Costs for any meals not included
• Beverages are not included with meals unless specifically stated in itinerary
• Any additional transportation, items, etc. not listed in the above itinerary
• Tips for guides, site specific guides, drivers & driver assistant, hotel staff, and Tour
Director, see below for recommendations
o $5.00 - $10.00 per day for guide
o $2.00 - $3.00 per site specific guide

o $4.00 - $6.00 per day for driver & driver assistant
o $2.00 - $3.00 per night for hotel staff

Accommodations:
1. Tangier: Fredj Hotel & Spa
Website: https://www.fredjboutiquehotel.com/
Trip Advisor: https://www.tripadvisor.com/Hotel_Review-g293737-d12694068Reviews-Fredj_Hotel_SPA-Tangier_Tangier_Tetouan_Region.html
2. Chefchaouen: Casa Hassan
Website: http://www.casahassan.com/en/
Trip Advisor: https://www.tripadvisor.com/Hotel_Review-g304013-d525522-ReviewsHotel_Riad_Casa_Hassan_Restaurante-Chefchaouen_Tangier_Tetouan_Region.html
3. Fes: Riad El Yacout
Website: http://www.riadelyacoutfes.com/en/
Trip Advisor: https://www.tripadvisor.com/Hotel_Review-g293733-d634731-ReviewsRiad_El_Yacout-Fes_Fes_Boulemane_Region.html
4. Erfoud: Kasbah Chergui
Website: http://chergui.com/
Trip Advisor: https://www.tripadvisor.com/Hotel_Review-g317070-d1128178-ReviewsKasbah_Hotel_Chergui-Erfoud_Meknes_Tafilalet_Region.html
5. Erg Chebbi Desert: Luxury Desert Camp Chergui
Website: http://bivouac.chergui.com/
6. Boumalne Dades: Xaluca Dades
Website: http://www.xaluca.com/en/hotel/dades/
Trip Advisor: https://www.tripadvisor.com/Hotel_Review-g1025050-d1021449Reviews-Hotel_Xaluca_Dades-Boumalne_Dades_Souss_Massa_Draa_Region.html
7. Marrakesh: Riad Les Jardins de Mouassine
Website: http://www.lesjardinsdemouassine.com/en/
Trip Advisor: https://www.tripadvisor.com.sg/Hotel_Review-g293734-d602533Reviews-Les_Jardins_de_MouassineMarrakech_Marrakech_Tensift_El_Haouz_Region.html
*Accommodations subject to change based on availability

Price: $2,695.00
Single Supplement: $550.00
*For our solo travelers we will pair you up with someone of the same sex unless single
occupancy is requested.
Please go to http://www.photoflytravel.org/morocco-group-tours/ to sign up OR mail check to
Local Planet Travel:
Local Planet Travel
105 Swallowtail Pl
Greenville, SC 29607
Cancellation Policy & Refunds
There is a $100.00 administrative fee for all cancellations. Cancellations made 120 days or
more prior to departure are fully refundable except for the $100 fee. Cancellations less than 120
days prior to departure date will receive no refund of full amount due. No refunds on unused
portions of the tour. After airline tickets are issued, airline cancellations are per the airline’s
policy and are usually non-refundable and changeable with a fee plus new ticket price.
*Hotels subject to change based on availability

PhotoFly Travel Club
Club Organizer: Steve Juba
978 479 4527
steve@photoflytravel.com
Members Site:
http://www.photoflytravel.org/

